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INFECTIOUS DISEASE ASSAY DEVELOPMENT: CHOOSING 
THE APPROPRIATE EXTERNAL CONTROLS
By Cara N. Wilder, PhD

During the development of a molecular-based assay for infectious 

disease research, or when using a pre-qualified assay or sequenc-

ing tool, it is important to select appropriate external controls to 

evaluate and verify the performance of each process. This testing 

is imperative in tracking drift and run-to-run variation within a 

procedure. Here, we will discuss the importance of choosing the 

appropriate external controls, and will provide information on how 

to select the appropriate cultures and nucleic acids for your tests.

There are a number of different types of external controls that 

should be employed as part of your good laboratory practices when 

developing, validating, or evaluating a novel molecular-based 

assay or tool. These controls are 

positive or negative 

references that are 

treated in parallel 

with test speci-

mens to verify 

t e c h n i c a l 

p e r f o r m a n c e 

and interpret the 

quality of data. 

When used properly, 

external controls can both 

confirm that a test is performing 

correctly as well as help identify problems in 

the event of a test failure.¹-³

External controls can be used to test a number of sources of vari-

ability, including sample collection, nucleic acid extraction 

procedures, sample preparation, and data acquisition. For example, 

let’s say you are evaluating a quantitative real-time PCR assay for 

the detection of a specific pathogen. When processing each batch 

of samples, you would want to include external controls that repre-

sent the strains of the targeted pathogen. These control samples 

should be prepared, extracted, and tested in the exact same manner 

as each sample. Subsequently, the derived results from the control 

samples during each stage of your procedure should then be 

analyzed prior to examining the sample results. If the assay does 

not perform as expected, all results for each of the samples should 

be considered invalid, and the assay re-run.

The difficulty in obtaining and employing the ideal controls lies in 

how reliable and suitable it is for a particular assay. A control that 

may work for one type of assay or platform may not necessarily 

work for another. For this reason, it is essential that the external 

controls used are optimized for the specific assay or platform being 

tested. To aid in assay validation, ATCC offers an expansive array of 

authenticated cultures and nucleic acid preparations for use as 

external controls in nucleic acid extraction, process verification, 

amplification, and proficiency testing. Each of these products are 

prepared as high-quality, authenticated materials backed by metic-

ulous quality control procedures, making them ideal as external 

controls for process validation. 
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Overall, choosing the ideal external control is critical in the evaluation, verification, and validation of novel assays or tools. Through the 

use of appropriate authenticated strains and nucleic acids, run-to-run variation, sample preparation, and assay execution can be prop-

erly analyzed.
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A D D I T I O N A L  R E S O U R C E S
 � Quality Control Strains for Commercial Kits

 � Clinical Research Tools

 � Quantitative Nucleic Acids


